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Urban Vine

“New York City — Scaffolds are
as prominent a part of New York
City’s urban landscape as the
Empire State Building — and
some have a similar sense of
permanence.”
— Matt Troutman

1. “When ‘Temporary’ Scaffolding Turns Permanent In NYC.” New York City, NY Patch,
11 June 2021, https://patch.com/new-york/new-york-city/when-temporary-scaffoldingturns-permanent-nyc.
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ABSTRACT
Scaffolding has been used as a tool to remove,

moving across neighborhoods throughout

construct, or repair city infrastructure. It can also

Manhattan; a megastructure utilizing dynamic

be conceived as a metaphor for city development

modules to create an adaptive system that

and its continuing renovation. Scaffolding in New

supports the succession of the ecosystem in the

York City has become an urban problem because it

city, free to move and grow across different

is structurally unsafe, and the darkness it brings to

locations. The “Urban Vine” aims to increase the

the street is a perceived threat to the sidewalk

percentage of sustainable green surfaces while

commons. It makes the sidewalk become a

working as a living organism in the city’s fabric.

negative space in between the building and the
street and the street edge is less identifiable.

This thesis discusses the scaffolding’s ephemeral
existence at the individual scale and its more

Cities are in continuous transformation, both in

permanent character as a system at the urban

terms of their infrastructure and their urban

scale. The study investigates how the Urban Vine

ecosystems. This thesis regards scaffolding as a

utilizes the city’s infrastructure as a parasitic

tool for repairing the ecosystem in the city and

structure that, at the same time, is also symbiotic

providing an opportunity for plant succession in

with the city. How can it allow a creative

highly congested urban environments. In the larger

opportunity for citizens to move through the city

urban system, the proposed scaffolding is defined

and finally lead to meaningful social, cultural, and

as an “Urban Vine”: a part of the streetscape

ecological outcomes?

1. “Scaffolding City | The Expanded Environment.” Accessed March 13, 2022. http://

2. Giacomello, Elena, Massimo Valagussa, Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat,

www.expandedenvironment.org/scaffolding-city-2/.

Arup Group Ltd, and Universit?? Iuav di Venezia. Vertical Greenery: Evaluating the
High-Rise Vegetation of the Bosco Verticale, Milan, 2015.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
“When a piece of brick falls and
the shed catches it, no one sees
and hears that. You don’t see the
things they catch.”
— Ronny A. Livian

1. Dunlap, D. W. (1996, September 22). When scaffolding covers a Cityscape. The New
York Times. Retrieved October 31, 2021, from https://www.nytimes.com/1996/09/22/
realestate/when-scaffolding-covers-a-cityscape.html.
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Introduction
As people walk down major streets in New York City,

exoskeleton and, at the same time, an endoskeleton,

there’s one thing you’ll almost never escape —

thrown up to restore interiors or panel up facades.

scaffolding. Scaffolding is part of the NYC

When each morning comes, the city begins its

streetscape and lasted for decades.1 The

construction and repair. This under-construction

scaffolding could be perceived as “negative

period also takes up a long time from our everyday

spaces,” uncomfortable corners, and unwanted

lives and affects our experiences while walking in

areas under heavy traffic intersections. The

the city. Most often, people simply walk underneath

unsightly structures have become an unwelcome

the sheds as they make their way toward a final

part of the city landscape, with critics complaining

destination. 2 It also makes the street less

they have evolved into dark, trash-strewn havens for

identifiable, making the experience of walking on

vagrants and criminals and hurt local businesses

the street generic and numb.

who struggle to draw new patrons with their
facades concealed by wood and metal. In most

‘Scaffolding’ functions as a noun and verb, object,

cases, they are abandoned and maintenance-free.

and process,” 3 Scaffolding systems are governing

These residual spaces seem to be a burden on city

the city’s existence. The development plan of the

planning as they turn into abandoned or informal

city should not rely on a strict plan but on access

activities.

and proximity to resources, local economic
conditions, and ecology. Scaffolding provides the

It has already become a part of the streetscape as

city an opportunity to have the built landscape

the buildings’ shell, moving across neighborhoods

become a collectively more active, agile, and soft

like an urban vine. Scaffolding is not entirely a

system of dynamic change that lives within and

building, although it can serve as a shelter. It is an

around us. 4

1.Green, P. (2020, January 2). Our lives, under construction. The New York Times.

3. The Architect’s Newspaper. “Scaffolding Exhibit Coming up at the Center for

Retrieved October 31, 2021, from https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/02/style/scaffolding-new-york-city.html.
2.Speck, J. (2018). Walkable City Rules: 101 Steps to making better places. Island
Press/Center for Resource Economics.
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Architecture,” September 20, 2017. https://www.archpaper.com/2017/09/scaffoldingexhibit-center-for-architecture/.
4. “Scaffolding City | The Expanded Environment.” Accessed March 13, 2022. http://
www.expandedenvironment.org/scaffolding-city-2/.
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KEY WORDS

Scaffolding
Noun. - Object:
Scaffolding is a pipe-and-plank temporary structure used to support a work crew and materials to
aid in the construction, maintenance, and repair of
buildings, bridges, and all other man-made structures.
In New York City, Scaffolding serves as Sidewalk
Shed that is erected over sidewalks and pedestrian
walkways to protect pedestrians from debris that
could fall from construction work above the sidewalk. 1

Urban Vine

Repair

Adaptive System

It is an exoskeleton, at the same time, an endoskeleton of the architecture, thrown up to restore
interiors or panel up facades. It is a part of the
streetscape moving across neighborhoods throughout Manhattan, a megastructure utilizing dynamic
modules to create an adaptive system that supports
the succession of the ecosystem in the city, free to
move and grow across different locations. 3

Scaffolding has been used as a tool to remove,

The development plan of the city will rely not on a
strict plan but on access and proximity to resources, local economic conditions, and ecology. This will
be a dynamic system of planning, free to move from
location to location.4

construct, or repair city infrastructure. It can also
be conceived as a metaphor for city development
and its continuing renovation.
Cities are in continuous transformation, both in
terms of their infrastructure and their urban
ecosystems. This thesis regards scaffolding as a
tool for repairing the ecosystem in the city and
providing an opportunity for plant succession in
highly congested urban environments.

Verb.- Process:
The conceptual scaffolding can be the development
period of a city, which is the unfinished processing
time. It addresses the identity of the environment
as it is being made, which is the condition that is inbetween conception and actualism. It marks by an
idea of uncertainty and unpredictability.
Scaffolding is a metaphor for progress without
substance — interminable development as a way to
create meaning as a species. Scaffolding systems
are governing the city’s existence. 2

Succession
It is the process of change in the species structure
of an ecological community over time. The community begins with relatively few pioneering plants
and animals and develops through increasing complexity until it becomes stable or self-perpetuating
as a climax community. 3

1. “Scaffolding.” In Wikipedia, April 13, 2022. https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?titl
e=Scaffolding&oldid=1082490645.
2. “Scaffolding City | The Expanded Environment.” Accessed March 13, 2022. http://

3. “Scaffolding City | The Expanded Environment.” Accessed March 13, 2022. http://

4. “Ecological Succession.” In Wikipedia, April 22, 2022. https://en.wikipedia.org/w/

5. “Scaffolding City | The Expanded Environment.” Accessed March 13, 2022. http://

www.expandedenvironment.org/scaffolding-city-2/.

index.php?title=Ecological_succession&oldid=1084107092.

www.expandedenvironment.org/scaffolding-city-2/.

www.expandedenvironment.org/scaffolding-city-2/.
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Scaffolding History
Buildings throughout the world have been constructed using scaffolding. These same structures
are used in maintenance, repair, and make improvements in addition to construction.

“The History of Scaffolding | Cal-West Rentals.” Accessed May 16, 2022. https://
www.calwestrentals.com/the-history-of-scaffolding/.

Many of the methods used hundreds of years ago
are still employed today. Some of the older methods are used exactly as they were at that time,
while others have employed modern conventions.
The one thing which is undeniable is the importance
of scaffolding in creating and maintaining many of
the structures we know and love today.
From disposable scaffolding made from bamboo to
metal structures used today in scaffolding rental
and more, it comes in many forms.
By taking a look at the history of scaffolding, there
is an opportunity to see how modern scaffolding
came to be and find improvements that can be
made for the future.
The next page is showing how scaffolding was
used in ancient times, through the medieval and
Victorian times, and as we know it in modern times.
Improvements in the scaffolding structures themselves and safety standards have all been paramount in creating a construction system that can
create even the grandest of structures.

Scaffolding, 7 Bays. “The History of Scaffolding - Reaching for the Sky.” 7 Bays
Scaffolding (blog), September 19, 2018. https://7baysscaffolding.co.uk/the-history-of-scaffolding/.

20

1. “The History of Scaffolding | Cal-West Rentals.” Accessed May 16, 2022. https://

2. “The History of Scaffolding | Cal-West Rentals.” Accessed May 16, 2022. https://

www.calwestrentals.com/the-history-of-scaffolding/.

www.calwestrentals.com/the-history-of-scaffolding/.
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Scaffolding Techniques Development

1. “The History of Scaffolding | Cal-West Rentals.” Accessed May 16, 2022. https://
www.calwestrentals.com/the-history-of-scaffolding/.
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Scaffolding Condition
Currently, there are about 9,000 active sidewalk
sheds in New York City, each with an average life
span of about 300 days. In total, the sheds take
up over 1,000,000 linear feet of space, multiplying
the average height of the sidewalk shed and support scaffolding by 70ft, we get 1610acre, which is
double the size of the central park.
Every five years, every building owner in New York
City must submit documents about the condition
of its exterior walls to the Department of Construction. The document must be certified by the
engineer, and any defects may need to be repaired
based on their judgment. This is part of Local Law
11, which was imposed decades ago, after a loose
brick fell off a building and killed a young girl. The
law applies to all six-story or higher buildings. Defects may include loose bricks, cracks, aged mortar,
crumbling retaining walls, unstable balconies, etc. 1
Because the scaffolding is usually set up with new
constructions and helps maintain the old buildings,
I marked the yellow districts as the historic district
and the blue as business districts on the next page
to see different scaffolding conditions in different
neighborhoods or communities.

Inside Edition. “Jayson Greene, Whose 2-Year-Old Greta Was Fatally
Struck by Brick in New York, Speaks on Erica Tishman Death,” December
18, 2019. https://www.insideedition.com/jayson-greene-whose-2-year-oldgreta-was-fatally-struck-by-brick-in-new-york-speaks-on-erica.

1. “Scaffolding City | The Expanded Environment.” Accessed March 13, 2022. http://
© David La Spina for The New York Times, 2021
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www.expandedenvironment.org/scaffolding-city-2/.
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Scaffolding Condition
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CHAPTER II
Field Research & Criteria
“New Yorkers are used to
picking their way around
garbage bags, scaffolding,
restaurant tables, chained
bikes and a thousand other
impediments. ”
— Justin Davidson

1. Davidson, Justin. “Perfecting the New York Street.” Curbed, November 11, 2021.
https://www.curbed.com/2021/11/perfecting-nyc-street.html.
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CHAPTER III Design Principle
“With over 300 miles of
scaffolding crowding City
sidewalks, hurting local
businesses, and ruining quality
of life, the time is now to enact
this reform.”
— Ben Kallos

New York City, NY Patch. “When ‘Temporary’ Scaffolding Turns Permanent In NYC,”
June 11, 2021. https://patch.com/new-york/new-york-city/when-temporary-scaffolding-turns-permanent-nyc.
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“Urban Umbrella is a
perfect combination
of design elegance
and construction
safety.”

With arching struts sweeping the structure
upwards, Urban Umbrella is modern and
harmonious. It is gleaming white with transparent
overhead panels and sustainable soft LED lighting.
Not only is Urban Umbrella better looking than its
predecessors, it actually allows for more air, light,
and walking-around room underneath.1
The Urban Umbrella Project allows a more
aesthetic scaffolding in NYC, the structure is
custom tailored to a building’s width, length,

—Commissioner Robert LiMandri,
Department of Buildings

sidewalk pitch, and facade projections; all crossbracing members are seven feet aboveground,
which is flexible and fits the condition well. It adds
aesthetic value to the pedestrians in the way they
experience the city. Urban umbrellas require

Urban Umbrella

higher costs, so only some contractors choose this

Firm: Agencie Group
Year: 2011
Address: New York City, US

found in high-consumption and high-income areas.

new type of scaffolding. It is more likely to be

1. Urban umbrella: The aesthetic alternative to scaffolding. Metropolis. (April 1, 2013).
Retrieved October 31, 2021, from https://metropolismag.com/projects/urban-umbrellaaesthetic-alternative-scaffolding/.
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Colab-19, a practice established in 2020 by Colombian

Colab-19 describes itself as ‘a laboratory of architecture

architects Alejandro Saldarriaga and German Bahamon in

dedicated to designing sustainable spaces for post-

direct response to the pandemic, has delivered the La

pandemic situations’, specifically harnessing low-cost

Concordia: Amphitheatre project in the heart of Bogotá.

architectural solutions. ‘We consider these interventions

Harnessing a rapid construction scaffolding approach,

must be coordinated and connected with the vision and

the architectural intervention hosts market and

needs of the city. In doing so, the collaborations between

restaurant functions as well as an open-air theatre for

public, private, and academic sectors are necessary to

music concerts and other performances.

empower our cities in a more resilient way.’ 2

A central ‘amphitheater’ was created, surrounded by

I think this is a relatively successful project, Colab-19

retail, dining, and public space across multiple levels of

used scaffolding because it is fast, low cost, and easily

the scaffold structure. The top-level functions as a public

accessible as a construction material. They made this

‘green roof’ viewing platform. The metal scaffolding was

construction infrastructure inhabitable architecture.

mixed with a translucent natural fabric called ‘yute’ – a

Instead of regarding scaffolding as an ugly construction,

typical Colombian fabric that is used to create bags for

the team sees the possibility of it as it is the most

packing potatoes – which functions as space dividers.

appropriate construction system due to its modularity,
accessibility, and ‘outdoor feel’. Therefore, I am thinking
about why we don’t modify the existing scaffold and
make it functional and serve the pedestrians. Because

2. India Block | 19 January 2021 Leave a comment. (2021, April 9). Colab-19 uses scaffolding to create outdoor venue for Bogotá. Dezeen. Retrieved October 30, 2021, from
https://www.dezeen.com/2021/01/19/la-concordia-amphitheatre-colab-19-bogotaarchitecture/.

New York’s streets are quite open, I should ensure the
space was open to all and not just paying diners, and that
it was safe for children – thus ensuring inclusivity of use.

“Scaffolding enabled a modular approach
to assemble a structure that allows us to
densify the public space vertically. “1
—Francesca Perry
La Concordia Amphitheater
Architects: Colab-19, SCA, Taller Architects
Year: 2020
Address: Bogotá, Colombia
1. Scaffold ‘amphitheatre’ in Bogotá hosts open-air activities amid pandemic. ICON
Magazine. (2021, January 12). Retrieved October 30, 2021, from https://www.iconeye.
com/architecture/open-air-scaffold-la-concordia-amphitheatre-bogota-pandemic.
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“Scaffolding as a Tool to
Repair the Ecosystem.”
The city is consist of infrastructure and an ecosystem.

that have just been constructed or are under construction,

Scaffolding is currently used as a tool to remove,

aiming to change the form of the building and integrate

construct, or repair the infrastructure in the city. And we

nature into the building. The renewal cycle of buildings is

also see scaffolding as a metaphor marks the city’s

hundreds of years, but the environment is rapidly

development, marks the renovation of the infrastructure.

deteriorating. If we want to implement vertical greening

Concept Diagram

in cities quickly and on a large scale, so as to achieve Co2
We continuously change and transform or repair the city

emissions and reduce the greenhouse effect, the

to something different. It is marked by an idea of

scaffolding which can be seen everywhere can be a good

uncertainty and unpredictability. Then an idea came to my

opportunity to help us carry out this city-wide systematic

mind. Can we also see scaffolding as a tool for repairing

innovation.2

the ecosystem in the city, so that we will provide an
opportunity for the succession to happen in the highly

In New York, The density of scaffolding is so high that if

developed city?

we count the area of all the scaffolding surfaces, it is
almost equal to the area of double Central Parks.

New York City is facing unprecedented expansion

Although the scaffolding is changing dynamically, the

through population growth and urbanization in the

total amount is tending to balance or even increase

coming decades, and the horizontal-suburban model of

gradually. If we see it as a huge system supporting green

urban development is increasingly being discredited on

space, then this system will become a green vertical

sustainability grounds. With less available land to build

forest in the air, bringing multiplied environmental

on, the logical solution is to build upwards. However, a

benefits to a city that can hardly develop horizontally.

major human need – access to greenery – must be
addressed by any viable plan for increased height and

In the large urban system, I would see scaffolding as an

density. 1

“Urban Vine”. It will become a part of the streetscape as
the buildings’ shells, moving across neighborhoods all

The vertical forest and vertical farm is a topic that is often

over Manhattan. This “Urban Vine” system will overcome

discussed in recent years, but it is still in the exploratory

the environmental issue in a sustainable way by

stage. We have already seen a big step as some new

increasing the percentage of the green surface while still

famous projects are finally constructed, such as Bosco

providing revenue, a better lifestyle and purifying air from

Verticale by Stefano Boeri, Hydroponic vertical farm for

dust, Co2 emissions, and providing more clean air, all

Shanghai by Sasaki, Jian Mu Tower by Carlo Ratti

while working as a living organism in the city`s fabric.

Associati, etc. These examples are single green buildings
1. “Green Walls in High-Rise Buildings.” Accessed May 28, 2022. https://www.ctbuh.

2. “Hydroponics Vertical Garden .... ‘the New Lung Of Amman.’” Accessed May 16,

org/research/projects/green-walls-in-high-rise-buildings#tab-overview.

2022. https://worldarchitecture.org/architecture-projects/hpvpn/hydroponics-verticalgarden-the-new-lung-of-amman--project-pages.html.
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“Maintenance activities will play a
fundamental role in the health, beauty, and
lifespan of its plants. How will the Bosco
Verticale be occupied and interpreted by its
human inhabitants? ”
—Commissioner Robert LiMandri,

Architects: Stefano Boeri Architetti
Year: 2009-2014
Location: Milan, Italy

The Bosco Verticale in Milan, Italy – whose name

extension of the exterior envelope of the towers, the

literally means “Vertical Forest” – is a stunning

plants represent a filter between the interiors of the

example of the potential of deploying substantial

towers and the urban environment.

greenery at height.
From inside, the plantings offer inhabitants a
Some 13,000 individual plants from 90 species

special experience of their terraces, which are

cover its many balconies, forming a “second skin”

pleasantly shaded by luxuriant tree crowns, and a

that provides valuable shade and privacy, and

“green-filtered view” of the city, in addition to an

makes a statement about the viability of “green”

enhanced feeling of privacy. The envelope of the

architecture in tall buildings in an unprecedented

project is an active interface to the environment,

fashion. The combination of its sophisticated plant

with a special architectural quality. The dynamism

selection, the deployment of greenery in all

of plant life is also expressed in the combination of

orientations, the structural design to accommodate

forms and colors that derives from the carefully

the plants, and the maintenance, safety, and

selected distribution of different species and

irrigation systems, represents one of the most

specimens, which changes over the seasons and the

innovative tall building projects in recent memory.

years.

The project consists of two residential towers, 27

The greenery of the plantings is emphasized and

and 18 floors high respectively, characterized by the

underscored by the gray color of the exterior walls,

presence of dense vegetation along their outer

making the plants the protagonists of an

envelopes. There are about 20,000 specimens,

architectural story of great visual, environmental,

including about 700 trees up to six meters high,

and ultimately societal, impact. 1

installed on both towers. All the plants take root in
containers located on the external side of deep
cantilevered terraces, which are directly accessible
from each residential apartment. Acting as an
64

1. Elena Glacomello, Masslmo Valagussa. “Vertical Greenery. Evaluating the High-Rise
Vegetation of the Bosco Verticale, Milan” December. 2014
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Water Supply System

Critical Thinking of Bosco Verticale
Virtical Forest

Benefits
The benifits of The benefits of green walls vary
depending on many factors, such as geographic
location and climate, building geometry, orientation,
plant species, and green wall components and
systems. 1

Cooling
Effect

Benefits: Urban Scale
• Reduction of the Urban Heat
Island Effect / Air Temperature Mitigation
• Improvement of Air Quality / Dust
• Absorption

Wind
Shading

• Sequestering of Carbon
• Aesthetic Appeal
• Providing Biodiversity and Creating Natural
Animal Habitats
Vegetation

Air Quality
Improvment

Benefits: Building Scale
• Health Benefits
• Improvement of Building Energy
• Efficiency

Well-being

• Internal Air Quality, Air Filtration and Oxygenation
• Envelope Protection
• Noise Reduction
• Agricultural Benefits

Urban
Biodiversity

Limitations
- Hard to maintain.
- Wind resisted.
- Selection criteria of the species and specimens

Noise
Reduction

- Impact they have on the energy performance of
the envelope and the internal spaces. 2

66

1. Stefano Boeri Architetti. “Vertical Forest.” Accessed May 28, 2022. https://www.

2. Elena Glacomello, Masslmo Valagussa. “Vertical Greenery. Evaluating the High-Rise

stefanoboeriarchitetti.net/en/project/vertical-forest/.

Vegetation of the Bosco Verticale, Milan” December. 2014
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System thinking of Urban Vine

It is a new type of dynamic ecological system that
makes use of scaffolding. Besides the road network
on the ground and subway underground, this urban
vine will become a third layer of City transportation
that allows plants to grow, animals to move through
the urban environment, and people to move
volumetrically. It is an adaptive system that is
assembled with dynamic modules which are free to
move from location to location, and kind of grow
from community to community. So it can have the
built landscape become a collectively more active,
flexible, and soft system of dynamic change that
lives within and around us.
Scaffolding is sometimes a parasitic or a symbiotic
structure, latching on to other structures or
borrowing resources for a short amount of time. In
return, Scaffolding reuses under-utilized spaces
and generates micro-economies of alternative
resources. The development plan of the city will rely
not on a strict plan but on access and proximity to
resources, local economic conditions, and ecology.
It seeks to reuse urban spaces and transform them
into development opportunities that benefit society.
Its life cycle is not just dependent on the building’s
development but also has the potential to hold an
ecological system that allows it to develop together
with plants and animals in it. It will provide an
opportunity for plants to grow and for birds and
animals to live inside. All of these will finally lead to
social, cultural, and economical outcomes.
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Design Strategies
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Design Diagram

The design is discussed in three scales.
The first one is the timescale. The scaffolding keeps
moving in the city over time.
The second scale is the community scale, the
scaffoldings are really different from each other
when they are in a community of really tall buildings
and a community with low buildings.
The third scale is the detail scale, the planter
system are considered based on the factors that
affect the condition.

Timescale

The city is influenced by scaffolding and changed over
time. This network is trying to connect the tall building
district to a low building community and see how they
would connect to a bigger green context. They might be
supporting different ecologies or different ecologies or
networks. When the scaffolding goes away, the urban
vine ecological network stays permanent. It will be very
different from a typical fixed park system because it is a
new type of green network that is dynamically changing
and moving.
Wind is a key factor that allows volunteer plants to
propagate and grows from season to season by
themselves. The wind carries the seeds to the urban vine
system and will grow by itself and requires less labor.
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Timescale Design
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Chapter IV: Site Design
“Cities are in continuous
transformation, both in terms of
their infrastructure and their
urban ecosystems.”
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City’s Hydrology and Electricity

City Wide Electricity Supply System:

City Wide Water Supply and Sewerage System:

The Urban Vine System requires water and

Electricity cables serve street lighting for homes

Clean and potable water should be distributed

electricity to operate and creates wastewater to be

and businesses along the street. The Urban Vine

throughout the city by a comprehensive network of

treated. Those all rely on the city’s infrastructure

scaffolding system is connected to the building and

water supply pipes. Typically, these pipes work on

which implies its parasitic characteristic of it,

the city’s electricity system to provide stable

the principles of gravity and should be aligned with

borrowing resources from the city.

electricity for the supervision of the urban vine

street grids. Water used for firefighting can be

system.

carried through dedicated or shared pipes
connected to fire hydrants. The scaffolding
structure is connected to the city’s plumbing
system to provide dry season irrigation and deal
with wastewater.
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Building’s Hydrology and Electricity
Stormwater Recycle System
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Besides being parasitic on the city’s infrastructure,

Scaffolding Solar Power System

Besides using the city’s electricity, solar panels are

the Urban Vine Scaffolding System also has its own

installed at the top of the roof to generate the

cycle of Stormwater reuse. It harvests roof

electricity for Urban Vine System. It will be the main

rainwater and groundwater runoff, treating it for

power resource for the system and the connection

irrigation, which reduces the waste of water

to the city’s electric system is required for sudden

resources and helps with stormwater management.

power outages or insufficient solar energy.
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Hydroponics System
In a hydroponic system plant roots do not grow in
soil, but in nutrient-enriched water.
Compared to the cultivation in soil, the plants get
everything they need to grow through the nutrient
solution, delivered directly to the roots. Nutrients do
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not have to be dissolved out of the earth by pouring.

It is possible to grow vegetables hydroponically

This also saves the plant energy because it simply

both outdoors and indoors. If growing indoors,

gets to the nutrients. All other things remain the

artificial lighting will help faster growth.

same - the essentials are light, water, air (02, CO2) ,
nutrients, heat (the suitable temperature), bees,
insects that pollinate.
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Urban Vine Scaffolding Replacement
The thesis redesign the hydroponic scaffolding
which will not only support the building and construction but also can support water, plant material,
and irrigation, allowing the transfer and support
for more living creatures. The first one is replacing
the old, supported scaffolding with the new urban
vine scaffolding which has a double shell modular
system.
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Supported Structure

It includes a hydroponics system as an outer shell
that can be easily installed and deinstall. It will
attach to an inner shell which is a light weighted
modular pipe structure that connects to the building’s plumbing system. The used nutrient solution
will flow back to the storage tank in the building
after filtration.
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Sidewalk Shed
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The sidewalk shed is the most common scaffolding
type in New York City and changed more rapidly
than a supported scaffolding, the whole Urban vine
sidewalk shed is made to be easier to move and
lighter weighted.

Instead of the arrayed and dense hydroponics pipes
that connect to the building’s water system. The
single pipes are put only at the very bottom of the
structure and attached to the Modular Sidewalk
shed Scaffolding forms the recycle system that

connects to the street side hydrant. Vine can be
transplanted into the soil after the scaffolding is
taken off. Or the scaffolding can be uninstalled and
reinstalled to another location together with the
Urban Vine system.
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Construction Fence
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The construction fence is always set along with
the construction site, the whole Urban vine sidewalk shed is made to be easier to move and lighter
weighted.

Similar to the sidewalk shed, the single pipes are
set only at the footing of the structure, forming
the recycle system that connects to the street side
hydrant.

Vine can be transplanted into the soil after the
scaffolding is taken off. Or the fence can be uninstalled and reinstalled to another location together
with the Urban Vine system.
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Site Design
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Bring them back to the community scale. Three very
different neighborhoods in a cross-section zone in
the downtown area and selected to further apply
my scheme, including, the civic district with old
mid-rise government buildings, Chinatown with low
old private buildings, and the financial district with
tall new buildings.

In the city hall district, the buildings are mainly
old mid-rise government buildings, scaffolding
here is mainly for inspecting the loose brick from
the facade. The green open spaces are scattered
in this district. Urban vine is used as a threshold
to make physical and visual connections between
green spaces and throughout the city. It will create a corridor for plants to grow, animals to pass
through to get food and extend their habitat, and
people to experience the city in another way. The
area of the green spaces is increasing vertically
using the existing scaffolding. Instead of the dark
black plastic mesh shell, this green shell will allow
more light and fresh air to the sidewalk, as well as
the buildings.

In Chinatown, buildings are low-rise old private
buildings with retail and restaurants on the first
floor. We can easily find fire escapes in every single
building. And some sidewalk sheds are set up to
protect pedestrians from falling bricks and broken
glass. Existing fire escape structures are used to
support more green and have modular urban vines
becoming bridges to connect the rooftops and
buildings. Because the building roofs are of similar
low height, this thesis sees the potential to create
open spaces on the rooftops to allow more plants,
and animals to live on and humans to live with.
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City Hall District Design
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City Hall District Perspective
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Chinatown District Design
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Chinatown District Perspective
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Findings and Reflections

New York is a metropolis with extremely high
building density and population density. New York
has architecturally noteworthy buildings in a wide
range of styles and from distinct time periods, from
the oldest section which dates to 1656 to the modern skyscraper, World Trade Center. As New York
City has the most ancient high-rise buildings, the
streets are everywhere It can be seen that a large
number of scaffoldings are repairing the facade of
the building. Although New York is one of the most
developed cities in the world, new construction is
also going on at the same time, which makes the
city always in a state of change and transformation.
This thesis discusses the temporariness of the
scaffolding at the individual scale and the permanence of scaffolding systems at the urban scale.
The individual scaffoldings overhead affect our experience as we walk down the street. The scaffolding here is a temporary installation and is fleeting.
And when we look at the dynamic scaffolding as a
whole in a scientific way, it will be a megastructure
with great potential, which tries to explore the possibility that the scaffolding that contributes to the
city’s renovation can also promote the succession
of the urban ecosystem.
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System

Experience

One of the concerns about cities in the future could
be global warming. Cooling down a burning hotter city has always been a tough issue. Because
the most efficient way of reducing temperature is
to have more plants, which we lost many of them
when developing our cities, to absorb the CO2.
The liner length of scaffolding in New York City is
1,000,000ft, multiplying the average height of the
sidewalk shed and support scaffolding by 70ft, we
get 1610acre, which is double the size of the central
park. The large demand for planting areas and the
existing verticality area of scaffolding in New York
City made me discover this huge opportunity, that
is, if we regard scaffolding as a place for green
plants to climb or grow, then this Urban Vine will
bring unprecedented green opportunities.

Scaffolding stays an average of 300 days in New
York, ranging from a few weeks to decades. Even if
they complete the task of a certain site, after being
demolished, they are transferred to the next place.
Scaffolding can have a long lifespan, and the same
can be said for urban vines. For decades, plants
became to succeed in it. They are no longer fixed in
the soil, but more like travelers, fleeting and migrating with the scaffolding in the city.
The inhabitants walking on the streets would
always see this view in New York with its greenery,
but they wouldn’t notice slowly over the years that
parts of the city reveal themselves differently than
they did when they first saw it. In certain years,
some urban vines are like green corridors that
connect streets and green spaces. And then some
years later, it goes somewhere else in the city the
experiences are still the same there.

1610 acre of green space can absorb nearly 3000
tons of CO2 per acre per year. And the reduction of
CO2 will finally help against the city’s heat island
effect. Whether the cooling effect on the city in the
summer will work depend on the plant systems that
we used, and whether they can be integrated into
the city without great expense or great difficulty.
The Urban Vine uses the sun and water resources
as the main source of energy at the same time
relies on the city’s infrastructure, which makes it a
constant state of being managed with less effort.
The Urban Vine will be very different from a typical fixed park system as it is a new type of green
network that dynamically changes and moves over
time.

Instead of the solid wood planked, the Urban Vine
creates a breathable and mottled sidewalk. Sun
penetrates from the leaves and diffuses. It’s this
slight pattern that creates shadows and a cooling
effect. We walk along the streets that are partially
covered, just like we are walking on a boulevard.
We’re starting to get a sense of light, we can look
through from the indoors to the city, from the street
up to the sky.

Every city has a kind of ugliness when it’s renewing
and operating. Landscape architecture cannot stop
the production of garbage, it cannot fix the infrastructure in the city. But we can try to intervene and
mitigate the negative impacts of urban renewal, or
even see it as other creative opportunities.
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